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USING MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY

MLA Bibliography is a huge literature database containing book essay, article, and dissertation citations. It is an index database which means there are no copies of the full-text in the database, only the article/book citations. You need to click on Gettext to find the full-text of the source in a different database or link to the catalog/Link+ to locate the book. When you are searching MLA, you are searching for books and articles from many databases at the same time, so this is the best place to start a search for articles/books about an author or author’s work.

How to Search MLA Bibliography:

Go to http://libguides.sjsu.edu/a-z. Select MLA Bibliography:

- Search in Person-About for name of author: joseph conrad
- Search in Name of Work for title of book/short story: heart of darkness
- Search in Keyword to look for a theme/concept in a work: feminism

To search for feminism in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness:

Name of Work (1st search box): Heart of Darkness and Keyword (2nd search box): feminism

For feminism or other types of literary criticism in the work of Joseph Conrad:

Person-About (1st box): joseph conrad and keyword (2nd box) feminism

- Use synonyms for words if you don’t find anything, for example:
  Use women, gender instead of feminism
- Do not use more than one concept at a time
- Email citations or use the Citation tool to export the citation to Refworks or see citation

Class Exercise:

- Find 2 articles or book essays on your topic, and write the titles and authors below:
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